High pressure hoses in promotion

124,99$  
Regular Price 149,99$  
Gray non-marking hose  
3/8" x 50'  
#11308

209,99$  
Regular Price 299,99$  
Gray non-marking hose  
3/8" x 100'  
#13590

✅ Heavy duty hose and resistant  
✅ 2 Wires braid  
✅ Pressure 6000 psi  
✅ Temperature up to 250°F

Follow us on:

Photos may differ from actual sale merchandise. Prices do not include taxes and delivery. Cannot be combined with any other offer.

1.866.641.6633 www.multipsi.com
UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2020 OR AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
Specifications:
- Exclusive "relax-action trigger" and comfort grip reduces trigger force up to 20% and holding force up to 60%
- Pressure up to 5000 psi
- Flow rate up to 12 gpm
- Temperature up to 300°F
- In 3/8"FTP, Out 1/4"FTP

Multi PSI MP-5012 Pressure Gun
#22584

Regular price 91,69$
Reduce impact injuries with SW10 hose

Without SW10 and swivel

- Wrist tension
- Lopping

With SW10 and swivel

- SW10
- Swivel

+ Reduces the risk of injury to the wrist of the scrubble (carpal tunnel)
+ Allows your gun to pivot on itself (prevents your hose intermingle-looping)
+ Eliminates pressure at usage and the residual pressure in the hose
+ Absorbs blows instead of damaging your high pressure hose

Think Safety
Industrial curtain walls
Separating curtain

Curtain custom
#18004
- Structure reinforced vinyl
- Protection against high temperature
- Mildew/rot resistant thread
- Galvanized steel rail
- Trolley balls
- Choice of colors: Green, Red, Blue and Yellow

We can also do:
- Curtain with slats
- Aluminum BB rail and trolley
- Curves in 90 degrees
- Other options available

Examples of products offered:

Photos may differ from actual sale merchandise.
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